EVENTS OF THE FORTNIGHT

**CV/Resume Drop-In Clinic**
Every Wednesday • 12:30-1:30pm • Light Hall 340
*Sponsored by the BRET Office of Career Development*

**ASPIRE Cafe for Postdoctoral Fellows: Exploring and Preparing for Faculty Careers**
Thursday, March 22 • 3:00-4:00pm • Light Hall 407ABC
*Sponsored by the BRET Office of Career Development*

SAVE THE DATE

**2018 Annual Career Symposium: R3: Research and Research-Related Careers in Academia and Government,**
Friday, June 1, *Sponsored by the BRET Office of Career Development*

**Diversity Statement Workshop,** Thursday April 12th, *co-sponsored by the Graduate School, the Center for Teaching & the Office of the Vice-Provost for Inclusive Excellence*

ANNOUNCEMENTS

**The Psychology of Peak Performance:** A workshop series for all Graduate & Professional Students and Postdoctoral Scholars. Spring sessions are here with the first on on March 15: Perfectionism and the Imposter Syndrome. The Vanderbilt Bar Association will be providing pizza at each of these sessions!

The **Insight Data PM Fellows Program** is a professional training fellowship that bridges the gap between traditional product management and a career building products in machine learning, data infrastructure, and analytics.
WEB is a secular middle school tutorial with a mission of preparing students for high school. They are currently seeking science teachers to begin in mid-August.

Bain& Company is offering a half-day program, called Advance Into Consulting (AIC), intended for Advanced Degree candidates actively pursuing a consulting career in 2019. Follow this link for dates and locations. Virtual sessions also available!

Register for the Bain & Company Virtual Info Session held on April 4th to earn more about consulting careers and take their Virtual Case Interview Prep session as their full-time recruitment efforts begin for Summer of 2019.

Register for an upcoming webinar to learn more about the Path to Putnam Program, A three-day immersive experience into the Putnam experience, including opportunities to network with current Putnam employees and work on a mock case.

---

**INTERNSHIP CORNER**

The ASPIRE Program along with the Office of Career Development is excited to offer ASPIRE Internships. If interested in any of these opportunities, please email Ashley Brady to set up a brief meeting to discuss your interest.

**Internships Outside of ASPIRE:**

**ADvantage one-week internship through Bain & Company, Applications due April 19, 2018**

Let Ashley Brady know if you have questions that are not addressed in our ASPIRE Internship FAQs page. For more information, including eligibility requirements, please visit the internship page.

---

**UPCOMING BRET EVENTS**

**CV/Resume Drop-In Clinic**
Every Wednesday
12:30-1:30pm
Light Hall 340
Sponsored by the BRET Office of Career Development

**ASPIRE Cafe for Postdoctoral Fellows:**
Exploring and Preparing for Faculty
**Careers**
Thursday, March 22
3:00-4:00pm
Light Hall 407ABC
*Sponsored by the BRET Office of Career Development*

---

**OTHER EVENTS**

**Curricular Practical Training (CPT) or Optional Practical Training (OPT) workshops**

Upcoming dates:
OPT: March 19
CPT: March 21
OPT: March 28
*Sponsored by Vanderbilt International Student & Scholar Services*

**Scholarly Communications Digital Scholarship Workshops**

March 23: Editing Wikimedia Commons
March 30: Editing Wikidata
*Sponsored by the Vanderbilt Central Library*

**Open Science Framework (OSF) Workshops**, March 19
*Coordinated by the Vanderbilt Central Library*

**On Writing: Writing Beyond the Academy**, March 21
*Sponsored by the Vanderbilt Writing Studio*

**Microaggressions in the Classroom**, March 22
*Sponsored by the Vanderbilt Center for Teaching*

**March e1g Innovators Series Talk**: Respecting expertise - how humility and a decade of effort built the best antibody discovery platform, with Dr. Dane Wittrup, March 23
*Sponsored by the Vanderbilt School of Medicine*

**Vanderbilt Three Minute Thesis (3MT) Competition**, March 23
*Organized by the Graduate Student Council*

**Work, Family, and Life: Implications for Faculty Careers**, April 11
*Sponsored by the Margaret Cuninggim Women’s Center*

**VSPG hosts Christina West from Vanderbilt University’s Office of Federal Relations**, April 12
*Sponsored by The Vanderbilt Science Policy Group*
DEADLINES

**Lasker Essay Contest**: Submissions due March 30, 2018

**Regulatory Science Fellowships**: Applications due April 1, 2018

**McKinsey Insight program: Insight Asia Pacific Program**: Applications due April 18, 2018

**The American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB) Summer Biotech Course**: Applications due April 13, 2018

**CDC Evaluation Fellowship Program**: Applications due April 13, 2018

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Follow us on Twitter! [@VUBRETPhDJobs](https://twitter.com/VUBRETPhDJobs

If you would like to advertise an open job or postdoc position in the BRET Office of Career Development newsletter, please post the opportunity through our [webform](https://t.e2ma.net/message/dlt38u/txtosab) or contact Angela Zito. We welcome submissions from faculty, alumni, postdocs, students, and the community.

Local Opportunities

**Postdoctoral Fellow, Vanderbilt University Department of Pharmacology, Vanderbilt Center for Neuroscience Drug Discovery, Nashville, TN**

**Postdoctoral Fellow, Merryman Mechanobiology Laboratory (MML), Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN**

**Associate Scientist, Aegis Sciences Corporation, Nashville, TN**

**Remote, Medical Device Regulatory Scientist, knoell USA, Greater Nashville Area**

Other Opportunities

**Visiting Assistant Professors of Biology, The Department of Biology, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI**

**Analyst or Senior Analyst, Proactiv Worldwide, Chicago, IL (but remote work is authorized)**